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NUMBER
For this game you will need:

1 spinner
1 die

paperclip
2 different color cubes (as game pieces)

Game board (that matches spinner)

Directions:
Step 1: Spin the spinner and roll the die.

Step 2: Subtract the number on the die from the 
number on the spinner to find the difference.

Step 3: Move your cube to the first space with that 
difference.

Step 3: If, at any point during the game both players 
are on the same spot, they CRASH and both move 

back to start.
Step 4: Students continue until a player gets to the 

finish (5 or 12).

- Students must get a difference of 5 or 12 in order 
to land on finish and win

- If there is no matching difference between the 
player’s cube and the end of the game, their turn is 

skipped.
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FiLL

For this game you will need:
1 die

2 crayons
2 cubes or game pieces

Game board and balloon printable

Directions:
Students roll the die and move that many 

spaces on the game board. They must solve 
that subtraction problem and find the 

difference on the balloon. They will color in 
that circle with their crayon. Students 

continue going around and around the game 
board until the balloon is filled up and all 

circles are colored in.

If a student lands on a difference and there 
aren’t any more of those circles to color in, 

their turn is skipped!

Whoever colored in the most circles, wins!
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FROG
For this game you will need:

3 dice
Frog races player boards

Directions:
Students roll two of the dice and find the sum.

Once they have the sum, they roll the 3rd die and 
subtract that number from the sum.

Students will color the difference on their frog race 
player board.

The winner is whichever player colors in all the 
numbers on their frog board first.

*If the sum of the two dice happens to be less than 
the one die roll, students will just subtract the smaller 

number from the larger one*
Ex: Roll two dice (1 + 1), roll one die (5).

5-1=4

If the difference is already colored in on your game 
board, your turn is skipped!
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SMAllesT
For this game you will need:

Game board
1 die
pencil

50s chart (if needed)

Directions:
Both students start at 50.

On their turn, they will roll a die and subtract 
that number from 50. They will write the 

difference in the box below 50. They will roll 
again and subtract that number from the 

last difference and record below.

Students continue rolling and subtracting until 
they reach the bottom box. Whoever has the 

lowest number wins.

Students play best of 3 rounds!
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FILL The

For this game you will need:
2 different color crayons or colored pencils

1 or 2 dice (depending on board)
Game boards

Directions:
[for the 10 game board]:

Students roll the die and subtract that number 
from 10. When they find the difference, they 
will fill in one of the matching spaces with their 

colored pencil.

Students continue rolling and subtracting until 
all the spaces are filled in. Whoever filled in the 

most spaces wins!

If a student finds a difference but there are 
no more spaces, their turn is skipped.

The 20 board uses 2 dice and students must 
find the sum of the 2 dice to subtract from 

20.
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SPIN –n-

For this game you will need:
Paperclip

Pencil
Die

2 crayons or cubes
Game board

Directions:
Students can choose any game board to play 
on. They will spin the spinner with the pencil 
and paperclip. Then, they will roll the die and 

subtract that number from the spinner 
number. And find the difference. Students will 
either color in that difference or place a cube 

there. 

The goal is to get 5 in a row across, up and 
down, or diagonally to win.

If a student finds a difference that is no 
longer available on the board, their turn is 

skipped!
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